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u f f i c i o   s t a m p a

AVE home automation in a touch: hi-tech modernity 
for an elegant Italian villa  

 
Combined with touch screen supervisors and touch controls, AVE home 

automation becomes hi-tech emblem of an elegant villa in the Chieti area. 
 

Design and technology are expertly combined to offer a new way of living. Thus the AVE 
home automation is part of this splendid Italian house in Cupello, in the province of Chieti. A 
modern residential villa with contemporary furnishings and hi-tech heart. Distinctive 
elements are the elegant touch screen supervisors, that are installed on the walls of living 
area and in the bedroom in order to allow the control the home in a comfortable and 
completely intuitive way. 
 
Behind elegant colour displays there are in fact highly advanced control centers that are able 
to perform all the functions of evolved DOMINA plus home automation system. Through 
touch screens end users can handle the most basic functions such as lighting control (on / off), 
adjust the brightness through a dimmer, the multi-zone temperature or air conditioners 
management (through a special IR interface), up to more complex ones such as the 
supervision and control of intrusion detection systems, the opening and closing of the main 
electric drive systems (roller shutters or motorized curtains), monitor the consumption of 
electricity, water and gas (through a load control device) or activate preset scenarios in order 
to re-create the ideal ambience according to different situations. 
 
In addition to supervision functions, thanks to an external temperature probe, the Mini Touch 
Screen DOMINA plus 4,3" can act as a home automation programmable thermostat 
allowing a complete management of the thermal zone where is placed. Through an appropriate 
configuration of Ethernet network, it’s also possible to extend the operating range of this unit 
giving the ability to set daily thermal profiles, scenarios, timers and enabling the management 
of configurable commands that you can handle either locally, using your home PC, or 
remotely via mobile devices such as smartphones or tablets. 
 
Perfectly coordinated with supervisors, Young Touch front plates make touch technology 
a daily reality. In addition to allowing the control of integrated automations, the front plates 
are transformed into real integrated furniture. Among the 15 available colour’s variants, the 
property has chosen Young Touch white plates with exclusive 3D effects. Maintaining the 
same ultra-thin design, the plates thus assume greater visibility and bring in rooms a unique 
personalized touch. Young plates have been combined with Domus 100 wiring accessories 
series, where the white colour is enhanced in all its splendour. 
 
It’s enough a touch to understand that everything has changed. In this elegant Italian villa, 
home automation combined with touch controls and exclusive AVE design in order to 
leave an innovative imprint: a new way of house’s interpreting. 
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